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Foreword
I cannot emphasise enough the importance of
hearings under the Resource Management Act
(RMA). Hearings are a vital component of the
decision-making process for significant resource
management issues. This is true for both hearings
on resource consent applications and on policy
statements or plans. All hearings provide an
opportunity for those interested in the issues to
have some involvement in the decision-making
process. It is the duty of councillors and commissioners to ensure that hearings are conducted fairly
so that all parties consider they have been genuinely
heard regardless of the final decision.
Currently around 5% of all resource consent
applications are notified. Some of these applications
may require a hearing. Those applications that
require a hearing are often complex with potentially
significant environmental effects or they may
contain challenging issues of community concern.
Thus hearing panels deal with the more difficult
issues. Making a decision and ensuring relevant
conditions can be challenging. Again, with policy
statement and plan hearings, decisions are often
difficult and complicated.
This guide seeks to outline the various organisational and other issues associated with hearings. It
highlights issues where particular care is needed, for
example, those relating to natural justice and
conflicts of interest. The intention is to assist
hearing panels to work efficiently and effectively to
reach impartial and reasonable decisions. The guide
is part of the tool kit available to local government
politicians and resource management practitioners
to encourage good RMA practice. Other relevant
guides include: What are the Options? A Guide to
using Section 32 of the Resource Management Act;
Pre-Hearing Meetings: A Practical Guide for Councils;
A Guide to Preparing a Basic AEE; Auditing Assessments
of Environmental Effects: A Good Practice Guide; and
Effective and Enforceable Consent Conditions: A guide to
drafting conditions under the Resource Management
Act 1991.
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As Minister, I would like to see chairs and other
members of hearings panels use this guide to assist
them in raising awareness of practice issues,
discussing good practice tips, and to achieve fair
and equitable resource management hearings and
decisions.
I consider that appropriate professional development is a must before all members take on a role on
a hearing panel, be they councillors or independent
commissioners. Such development helps ensure that
those making important decisions for their community are well equipped to address matters both
practically and fairly.
This guide also provides information for other
participants in hearings and communities generally,
on what to expect of the hearing process under the
RMA and what to expect from councillors. My hope
is that the guide will help all parties understand the
process and hence encourage more effective
involvement in it.

Hon Marian Hobbs
MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Executive summary
This guide has been prepared to provide information on good practice for the conduct of hearings
under the Resource Management Act (RMA). The
target audience is councillors and independent
commissioners who make up the hearing panels.
It is not a substitute for training and mentoring but
it will be a handy reference when used in conjunction with these. The information in this guide
will also be of use to all people involved in the
hearing process.
Hearings are held to allow submissions to be heard
in public, by a hearing panel, before any decision or
recommendation is made. Hearings can be held for
various reasons listed in the RMA. They must take
place in public, without unnecessary formality, and
recognise tikanga Maori.
Hearings must accord with the principles of natural
justice. First, parties must be given adequate notice
and opportunity to be heard and to comment.
Second, any decision made must be disinterested
and without bias.

responsibilities under the Treaty of Waitangi. These
points are all discussed, as well as dealing with
conflicts of interest, sending out the planning
report, preparing the agenda and choosing a
suitable venue. Keeping records and pre-hearing
matters such as meetings and procedural concerns
are also looked at.
The procedure and the conduct of hearings is
important to successful results. A chapter deals with
matters relevant to this: order of proceedings,
speaking rights, techniques for asking questions and
for listening to answers, and suggestions for creating
the right climate and avoiding difficult behaviour in
a hearing.
The bibliography provides further information on
resource material, case law dealing with hearings,
and relevant statutes. Material in the appendices
gives tips for the chairperson, for questioning
participants and dealing with their answers
appropriately.

People involved in a hearing are the applicant,
submitters, the panel members, the chairperson, the
committee secretary/hearing administrator, the
consents officer, the planner, the procedural advisor,
invited experts, advocates, and members of the
public and of the media.
Proper preparation for the hearing is vital. It
includes appointing the panel and specifying the
timeframe for the hearing, identification of the lead
authority in cases of joint hearings, implementing
delegations where necessary, and observing

Keeping it fair
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
This guide has been prepared to provide information on good practice for the conduct of hearings
under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA).
The information in this guide focuses on the role of
the hearing panel but will be of use to all participants in the hearing process. It is not a substitute
for training and mentoring but it will be a handy
reference when used in conjunction with these.

Under s.39 of the RMA, the five legal requirements
for the hearing are that the hearing takes place:
1. in public
2. without unnecessary formality
3. recognising tikanga Maori
4. allowing questioning of witnesses by only the
chairperson or members of the hearings body
5. allowing no cross- examination.

1.1

When is a hearing needed?

Under the RMA, hearings can be held as part of the
decision-making process for:
• resource consents
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•

restricted coastal activities

•

designations

•

heritage orders

•

water conservation orders

•

objections to certain decisions such as requests
to change conditions, lapsing of consents

•

proposed policy statements and plans, including
variations and plan changes

•

hearings by boards of inquiry set up under the
Minister for the Environment’s call-in powers.

Ensuring that a fair hearing takes place requires a
combined effort from council staff and the hearing
panel before, during, and after a hearing. Both
procedures and behaviour contribute to the
perception and reality of fairness. The conduct of
hearings needs to be appropriately adapted to the
type and size of the hearing, while meeting the
RMA’s requirements.

1.2 What does a hearing do?
The purpose of holding a hearing is to enable
submissions to be heard in public by a hearing
panel before a decision or recommendation is made.
In this respect a hearing is part of a formal process
of dispute resolution. The hearings process is quasi
judicial, so the final decision made is legally binding
and can be legally challenged in a full judicial
process. Unlike a full judicial process, these hearings
provide for a greater degree of participation and
recognise the involvement of communities of
interest.
Participants should not feel obliged to be represented by legal counsel or to call expert witnesses
supporting their case. However, in more significant,
complicated or contentious cases it may well be in
their interests to do so. The informality and restriction on cross-examination provide for the use of
techniques which ensure more direct participation
from parties. There should be a genuine interest on
the part of hearing panel members to understand
the evidence placed before them and make a
decision supported by the facts and the law.
The provisions of the RMA, the Commissions of
Inquiry Act 1908, the Local Government Act 1974,
the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1982, the New Zealand Bill of Rights
Act 1987 and common law application of the
principles of natural justice all guide the procedural
standards of hearings. While the law sets a framework for the conduct of hearings, a range of styles
have been developed and differ between the local
authorities within New Zealand.

Hearings should be conducted in accordance
with the principles of natural justice:
• Parties must be given adequate notice and
an opportunity to be heard in support of
their own case and to comment on the
cases of opposing parties. The hearing must
be procedurally fair. Attention should be
paid to administrative matters such as
notification timeframes, document
circulation and to the actions taken by
panel members such as site visit protocols
and the order of proceedings.
• The decision made must be disinterested
and unbiased (para 13, Sir Geoffrey
Palmer’s Legal Opinion on the Use of
Commissioners, 1998). The hearings panel
must always remain open to persuasion
and not bring a closed mind to the
proceedings. The decision-making must be
independent and not influenced by matters
that have not been transparent in the
course of the hearing. No conflicts of
interest should interfere with the decision
making process.

When these principles are not observed, an appeal
or reference to the Environment Court against the
council’s decision is more likely, thereby creating
further delays and additional costs for all those
involved. There is a possibility of costs being
awarded against the council. Councils have a duty
to their ratepayers to avoid unnecessary costs arising
from court action.

Keeping it fair
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CHAPTER TWO

People involved in the hearing
2.1 Chairperson

2.2 Panel members

The chairperson plays a dual role as a hearing panel
member and as the “ringmaster” of the hearing. The
chairperson is responsible for managing the
dynamic tensions between efficiency and participation, and procedural fairness and substantive
adequacy. The chairperson establishes the procedure
for governing the conduct of the hearing.

Members of a hearing panel should support the
chairperson in running a fair and efficient hearing,
by fulfilling their roles conscientiously. For any
hearing, they should:
• declare any potential conflict of interest before
the hearing commences and, preferably, before
accepting the role (refer section 3.6)

The chairperson is responsible for setting a tone that
signals (relative) informality while maintaining
respect for others and the dignity of the occasion.
Consistently demonstrating a firm but fair approach
will allay anxieties and engender cooperation.
Experienced chairpersons explain the procedures to
submitters and will offer further guidance during
the hearing as needed. Hearings are an integral part
of the participatory process and so it is important
that every person who has the right to be heard is
given time, courtesy and an attentive audience.
This task can be assisted by managing expectations
and, during the hearing, by skilful facilitation. At
the start of the hearing, confirm who is present,
number of speakers/witnesses and estimated time
required. During the hearing, the chairperson
should be systematic in their approach to handling
questions and be willing to cut people off where
necessary. Maintaining a steady focus on the
resource management issues and re-directing people
to those issues as required is important, otherwise
the hearing will become protracted. (For further
details on the chairperson’s role, see Appendix I.)
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•

be willing to work constructively as part of a
team in order to come to a judgement

•

read the planning report and other background
materials supplied to the panel

•

think through the issues and mark up the
planning report with any questions, using
neutral language

•

know the legislative framework of the decision
or recommendation being made

•

listen attentively.

For resource consent applications:
• avoid speaking to any party or group about the
proposal before (including site visits), during or
after the hearing (except when participating in
the hearing), so that a breach of natural justice
does not occur.
•

visit the site (refer section 3.13)

•

know the relevant policy statement and plans.

For policy statement and plan matters:
• use discretion when talking about policy
statement and plan matters prior to the hearing
•

keep an open mind and be reasonable, whatever
your personal views

•

have an understanding of the whole policy
statement or plan and that it sets the policy
direction for the next 10 years

•

have an understanding of how objectives,
policies and method in a policy statement
influence regional and district plans

•

have an understanding of how policies and rules
in a plan are used in the resource consent
process

•

know the tests contained within section 32 of
the RMA for plan provisions

•

be patient

•

have the time available to participate fully in the
hearings that are likely to take many months to
complete.

2.3 Committee secretary/
hearings administrator
The Committee secretary/hearings administrator
prepares for the hearing and ensures that it runs
smoothly. It involves:
• information management (compiling and
distributing notices, agendas and decisions)
•

liaison with the parties and technical staff prior
to the hearing

•

setting up the venue

•

advising on standing orders and protocol

•

recording the hearing, either with tapes or by
otherwise keeping an accurate record of the
hearing

•

for applications, ensuring that all parties have
access to copies of submissions and evidence,
and of any other additional information.

2.4 Consents officer
The consents officer, who may or may not be a
planner, is responsible for coordinating the council’s
response to the resource consent application by way
of preparing a planning report. In addition to the
preparation of a planning report, the role may
include administrative duties such as notification,
receipt of submissions and arranging pre-hearing
meetings. The technical aspects of the role involve:
• assessing the likely environmental effects
•

•

writing the planning report that addresses the
environmental effects in terms of the relevant
plan provisions and legislative framework – eg
ss.104 and 105 of the RMA

•

recommending that consent be granted or
declined, with reasons

•

drafting tentative conditions.

The consents officer
should attend the hearing
It is essential for committee
for its duration and be
members to have training
prepared to answer
before taking part in hearings.
questions. While the
Training should be ongoing with
planning report has been
pre-circulated, some
good mentoring from the
hearing panels choose to
committee chair. It is too risky
have it presented verbally
to let anyone on a hearing panel
whereas others take it as
without some basic underread. The consents officer
standing of their role and
should also have an
responsibilities.
opportunity to comment
Bernard Forde
on any matters raised
Former Committee Chair, Palmerston
during the course of the
North CC Independent Commissioner
hearing that may affect
the outcome (eg conditions offered in mitigation of adverse effects). Any
such comments should be raised prior to the
applicant’s right of reply.
A planning report on a complex application will
contain expert opinion from a number of council
staff and/or consultants. The consents officer will
likely be qualified in one area only, therefore it is
important to distinguish the various sources of
expert advice so that questions can be directed
accordingly. If issues arise that are outside the
consents officer’s expertise, the relevant expert
should also be available.

seeking technical advice, within council or
externally

Keeping it fair
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2.5 Planner

2.6 Procedural advisor

The planner, whether employed by a council or one
of the parties, is an independent evaluative expert.
The planner’s role in a resource consent hearing is
to provide an expert opinion on the effects the
proposal will have on the management of the
environment. The planner draws together
information and evidence from a number of
different sources in order to provide a report with
an overview of the key issues and a recommendation for the hearing panel to consider. In some
councils, a planner may assist in the processing of
resource consents. In this situation, the planner
advises on factual matters, the legislative
framework, plan provisions and their application
to the particular proposal.

The hearing panel may require advice on procedural
matters from time to time. In some councils, this
will be provided by a suitably qualified and experienced hearings administrator or committee secretary. However, it is more usual for this role to be
filled by the council’s planner or a senior manager.
Wherever possible, separate the role of the consents
officer and/or planner from that of advisor to the
hearing panel on procedural matters. This is
important because the advisor may be present
during deliberations. If this advisor is the same
person who wrote the planning report, particular
care must be taken to ensure that no new
information or expert opinion is received by the
panel during deliberations, as this would constitute
a breach of natural justice.

The planner’s role in a hearing for a policy statement or plan hearing is to provide expert opinion
on the content of the policy statement or plan. The
council’s planner’s report evaluates issues raised in
submissions and further submissions. It is usual for
these planning reports to include recommendations
and to suggest amendments to the plan or policy
statement.
In both instances, the council’s planner should
attend the hearing and be given an opportunity to
respond to issues raised during proceedings.
At times on appeal, a planner may be subpoenaed
as an expert witness. A professional approach is
important for all parties as if a council planner is
subpoenaed, they are required to give their
professional opinion and not adopt a council
position.
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2.7 Applicants
The applicant, whose proposal or request is the
focus of the hearing, may or may not present their
case to the hearing panel. They can choose to be
represented by an advocate. When the applicant
participates in the hearing, the panel may ask
questions of them.

2.8 Experts
In compiling the council’s planning report, expert
advice from water quality scientists, geotechnical
engineers, landscape architects, traffic engineers,
arborists or other experts may have been obtained.
It is usual for these experts to attend the hearing,
perhaps at a pre-arranged time, in order to answer
questions and provide advice on any new matters
that have arisen in the course of the hearing.
Similarly, the applicants and/or submitters may call
evidence from independent experts who can be
asked questions of clarification and explanation.

2.9 Advocates

2.10 Submitters

The applicant and/or any submitter may choose to
be represented at the hearing by an advocate. The
advocate, who is often a lawyer, is employed by the
client to represent their interests. Advocates are not
expert witnesses and do not give evidence.

Any submitters (including further submitters) who
wish to speak may do so, either by presenting their
own case or when called on by their advocate. The
hearing panel members may ask questions of them.
Submitters and further submitters have the right to
call evidence (s.40 of the RMA).

Where the hearing concerns a resource consent, the
advocate for the applicant will present an opening
submission, outlining the application, the key issues
which the applicant considers important and the
evidence to be called. Any legal or procedural points
will be addressed at this time. The applicant’s
advocate also has the right of reply, responding to
any issues raised in the submissions or questions
that were not dealt with in evidence or that require
specific comment (eg suggested conditions in
mitigation).
The advocates for the submitters have one opportunity to speak, during which they both deal with the
issues raised in the original submission and respond
to the planning report and/or the applicant’s
evidence.
When the hearing concerns policy or plans, the
advocates for the submitters and further submitters
may appear on their behalf to give the submission
and/or call witnesses.

2.11 Members of the public and
the media
Members of the public may attend a hearing but are
not entitled to participate. In contentious issues, the
presence of large numbers of people may present a
special case for the chairperson, who must ensure
that there is no heckling, applause or other disruptive behaviour. Members of the public serve a vital
role, because by their presence at a hearing, they are
witness to the process and to its credibility.
The media are entitled to attend hearings and to
report on the proceedings at any time except when
the public is excluded under s.48 of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings
Act 1987.

Keeping it fair
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CHAPTER THREE

Preparing for the hearing
3.1 Appointing the hearing panel
There are different combinations of hearing
panels, which can be appointed for any
hearing under s.34 of the RMA. These are:
• a committee established in accordance with
the Local Government Act 1974
• any community board established in
accordance with the Local Government
Act 1974
• any hearings commissioner or commissioners appointed under s34 of the RMA
• in exceptional circumstances, the whole
council acts as the hearing panel.

For all these combinations, procedures under the
Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 apply.
The selection of chairperson is usually decided by a
council for its committee or by the commissioner
panel. For a joint or combined hearing, which
authority is the leading agent and the experience of
the respective chairpersons is usually taken into
account in deciding who will be chairperson.
Councils should outline the terms of appointment
for independent commissioners. The letter of
appointment should contain:
• reference to the resolution of council for the
appointment which includes all delegations and
incidental powers
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•

the purpose of the hearing

•

the anticipated dates of the hearing.

A large panel can increase the formality and be
more intimidating for inexperienced participants.
For small hearings, an independent commissioner
can appropriately hear the case alone. An uneven
number of panel members, either three or five, is
better for large, more complex hearings where the
decision may rest on a vote. When there are a range
of issues to consider, hearing panel members from
different backgrounds, including iwi, are more likely
to contribute a wider variety of skills and perspectives, thereby ensuring the implications of the
proposal or plan are thought through.

3.2 Advance planning
For resource consent applications, preparation for
the hearing can get underway while the application
is still being notified. Council staff are usually able
to predict whether or not a hearing will take place
because of the nature of the proposal and the
submissions it is likely to attract. As there are tight
time constraints for consent hearings to take place,
staff usually make arrangements for the potential
hearing date(s) and composition of the hearing
panel between four weeks and three months ahead
of the likely date the hearing will commence.
Arrangements will include some prediction of the
number of days or weeks which might be needed for
the hearing.
The logistical demands of policy and plan hearings,
especially the time commitment, mean that the
hearing panel should be selected well in advance.
A standing committee of a single council, consisting
of elected representatives, hears most resource
consent applications. For this type of hearing panel,
there are requirements in the Local Government Act
1974, s.114R regarding the minimum numbers and
quorums required of a standing committee. However, the composition of the hearing panel may be
affected by matters such as:
• the availability of members because of the
predicted duration and time of the hearing
•

potential conflicts of interest

•

relevant knowledge and experience

•

practicalities (eg fitness – for some, the site may
be steep or difficult to access).

Increasingly, some councils include an independent
commissioner for every hearing or selected hearings,
depending on the complexity or nature of the
subject matter. Others have started to develop their
own internal policies for consistency when choosing additional independent commissioners. Reasons
for appointing independent commissioner(s)
include relative inexperience on the standing
committee and/or the need for more technical
knowledge or cultural expertise. While ideally every
application and submission should be presented in a
fashion an intelligent layperson can understand,
some background knowledge can assist in recognising and addressing gaps in information and thereby
ensuring that the hearing committee is able to
consider relevant matters appropriately.

EXAMPLE
The Auckland City Council approach to large and/or
controversial projects is to appoint at least three panel
members: the ward councillor who brings both local
knowledge and a city-wide perspective, a community

Conservation. There are also less usual combinations of two regional councils or two district
councils because of consents straddling boundaries.
A balance of knowledge and experience is often
more important than numerical representation from
each authority.
When a joint hearing is conducted, the lead
authority is responsible for administration of the
hearing. Under s.102(2) of the RMA, “the regional
council for the area concerned shall be responsible
for notifying the hearing, setting the procedure, and
providing administrative services, unless the
consent authorities involved in the hearing agree
that another authority should be so responsible.” In
situations where the land use consent issues are
more substantive, the territorial authority may take
the lead. For example, designation hearings for
utility or roading corridors are often led by a
territorial local authority because the regional
consents for discharge or water takes may not be
perceived by submitters to have as significant an
impact as the land use itself.

board member, and an independent person with
relevant skills and experience. The Council builds local
knowledge and understanding of parts of a plan by
sending the same panel member(s) to a particular area
(eg Waiheke Island). The Council also appoints one or
more alternates to provide cover in the event of illness
or unavailability.

3.3 Joint hearings
Section 102 of the RMA presumes that joint hearings will be held where resource consent applications in relation to the same proposal have been
made to two or more consent authorities. For joint
consent hearings, each authority appoints its own
panel of elected representatives and/or commissioners. The procedures for appointing a joint committee are outlined in the Local Government Act 1974,
s.114S.
The maximum number of commissioners tends to
be in restricted coastal activity hearings where
appointments are made from a territorial local
authority, a regional council, and the Minister of

3.4 Delegation of authority
The RMA permits limited delegation of council
decision-making. Most councils require certain
procedures to be followed for implementing any
delegation. These are usually contained in that
council’s standing orders. The full powers of
decision-making on resource consents can be
delegated to either a standing committee of a
council or a commissioner.
The RMA does not permit councils to delegate the
approval of policy statements, plans, or plan
changes. However, the hearings of submissions can
be conducted by independent commissioners or a
combination of commissioners and councillors who
are delegated the authority under s.34 to hear
submissions and make recommendations to a
council. Ensure that at least one elected representative is on the panel which hears a policy statement
or plan so that other councillors can be assured that
local knowledge has been taken into account in the
recommendations which will affect council policy.
Where a plan change is initiated by a council and
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there is a potential conflict of interest for elected
representatives to become involved in the hearing,
it would be prudent to appoint an independent
commissioners to hear and make recommendations
on submissions. The council must retain the final
approval of a policy statement, plan or plan change.
Territorial local authorities hear and recommend
requirements for heritage orders and designations.
The hearing is undertaken either by a council
appointing its committee or a panel of independent
commissioners. The requiring authority itself, if it is
designating the land, will decide on the recommendation and advise the territorial authority within 30
days of its decision (s.172). The council may not
delegate these recommendatory functions to one of
its own officers. If the recommendation is not
followed by the requiring authority, the territorial
authority or any person who made a submission
on the requirement has the right to appeal the
decision.

3.5 Observing Treaty
responsibilities
Section 8 of the RMA requires that “all persons
exercising functions and powers in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of
natural and physical resources, shall take into
account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te
Tiriti o Waitangi)”. Methods of implementation vary
across councils but every council should have
internal policy on how these principles will be
fulfilled. Under what
circumstances tangata
whenua and/or Maori
There is difficulty in Maori getting
should be represented on
the depth of experience to
hearing panels should be
participate and yet there needs to
addressed in this policy.

be a wider number ready to take
part. We really need to look at

capacity building in the Maori
community so that more are ready
to serve on such committees. It is
also important for all elected
representatives to have an
understanding of Treaty principles
and Maori protocol, particularly as
it relates to resource management
issues.
Moera Solomon,
Waikato District Councillor
Lynn Maru,
appointed commissioner
for Waipa District Council
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An appointment of a Maori
commissioner when there
are fundamental cultural
concerns raised by tangata
whenua can be seen as a
way of ensuring evidence is
understood and considered
appropriately. This is
especially appropriate
where there are diverse
Maori interests expressed
through submissions. For
example, Environment
Waikato selects a Maori
commissioner with high

national standing but few direct tribal affiliations in
the locality on such cases. This has been applied in
cases of significance to diverse Maori interests such
as the Tauhara geothermal field. An understanding
of the principles of the Treaty and the responsibilities of decision-making under those parts of the
RMA which address cultural issues is basic to the
education of all hearing committees.
The location of the council in relation to iwi and
hapu interests can make it easier to consider
appointing an appropriate Maori representative, if
none is elected. Waipa District Council, for example,
appointed a Maori commissioner starting in 1989
and that person has heard and decided most
resource consent applications with the standing
committee for the past 10 years. Other councils with
multiple tribal interests may find it difficult to
consider such an approach unless they are able to
find someone with sufficient standing and authority
whose ancestral ties are not likely to cause concern
among Maori interests in the locality.

3.6 Conflicts of interest
Councils may appoint an independent
commissioner or panel of commissioners for those
situations where there is a potential conflict of
interest for elected representatives to participate in
the hearing. Conflicts of interest may arise in a
variety of situations and legal advice should be
sought in every case. Examples include:
• the council could be seen to be acting in its own
interests. For example: the council operates a
competing business or could financially benefit
from the proposal
•

an individual committee member could be
acting in their own interest or have acted
previously in a way that may indicate a closed
mind (for example, publicly commenting on the
merits of an application).

Perceptions can be as important as reality both in
the selection of an impartial hearing panel and in
the process used. The applicant and submitters
should feel confident that the case is being heard
without any predetermination or bias, for this is
critical for confidence in the outcome and can do
much to deter appeals. Councils should avoid any
appointment that might give rise, either before or
after the hearing, to any perception of bias.
The situation is slightly different for elected representatives who are hearing a policy statement or
plan which has been proposed by their council. “In

such cases (where the decision-maker is democratically elected) intervention for bias or predetermination will usually be justified only where the
decision-maker entered upon the hearing with a
closed mind, that is to say the decision-maker was
not amenable to proper argument or was unwilling
to consider the case on its individual merits.”
(Moxon v Casino Control Authority, M324 & 325/99
and Riverside Casino Limited v Moxon, CA 113/00)

3.7 Sending out the
planning report
The planning report for a resource consent hearing
must be received by participants a minimum of five
working days prior to its commencement (s.42A(3)
of the RMA). Information on how the hearing will
be conducted and the preparation expected of
participants usually accompanies the planning
report. A fuller package of information is usually
sent to the hearing panel. This pack should contain:
• a planning report and recommendation

during the course of the hearings because this may
disadvantage lay participants.
For policy statement and plan hearings, planning
reports containing a summary of the key points
raised by submitters and further submitters, a
discussion of those issues, and a recommendation
on each submission are sent out prior to setting
times for submitters to be heard. The submitters can
then consider whether or not they still wish to
attend the hearings. Ideally copies of all submissions
and further submissions should be available at the
hearing.
These planning reports will also be provided to the
hearing panel. The issues raised need to be considered in the context of the whole proposed policy
statement or plan, cross-referenced to detailed
methods or rules and other related reports that have
been presented to the hearing panel. The recommendations can be understood more easily if the
planning report also contains an amended version
of the chapter or section of the policy statement
or plan that would result from adopting the
recommendations.

•

a copy of the application and additional
information sought from the applicant under
s.92 of the RMA

•

a copy of submissions

3.8 Preparing the agenda

•

a record of the outcome of a pre-hearing
meeting (if one has been conducted)

•

location maps/diagrams.

The formal agenda for a hearing states what the
hearing is about, time, date and location and
contains a list of relevant reports and documents.
Associated with this there may be an outline of the
order and procedures of the hearing.

Some councils do not follow the practice of writing
planning reports with recommendations. A planning report with a recommendation is encouraged
as this enables all the parties to prepare for the
hearing and respond to that recommendation.
Some local authorities encourage the exchange of
expert evidence prior to the hearing. Such evidence
would be exchanged between the experts engaged
by a council, the applicant and the submitter, and
made available to the hearings committee. While
this practice is not mandatory under the RMA, it is
very helpful for hearing panel members to be able to
read the evidence ahead of the hearing, start to
consider the implications and prepare some
questions that will clarify the evidence. Regional
council staff have pointed out that an exchange of
evidence in advance of the hearing is particularly
helpful in understanding scientific evidence. This
can lead to a better standard of evidence overall as
the significant issues can be crystallised earlier and
differences of professional opinion can be clarified.
It is usual, however, not to take any evidence as read

For resource consents, some local authorities
schedule several short hearings in sequence; an
agenda and estimation of time is usually produced
for such a committee meeting. Auckland City
Council commented that it is helpful to prepare a
separate formal agenda for each application rather
than to combine several applications into one large
volume. The procedure is then set out inside the
front cover, giving submitters something to refer to
when uncertain of the order of events.

3.9 Choosing the venue
Some council chambers are intimidating for
participants because of their fixtures (such as
podiums), scale and the distance between the
hearing panel and participants, or unsuitable due to
poor acoustics or lighting. The size of the rooms
should be chosen on the basis of the anticipated
number of participants. Committee-style rooms and
small council chambers are usually more adaptable
to a friendlier layout.
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The layout should take into account the
following criteria:
• the ability of all participants to hear and
see the hearing panel and every speaker
• proximity of staff advisors to the panel
(without giving the impression that they
are part of the panel)
• a place for speakers to address the panel
and to put their papers on a surface while
speaking, either standing or sitting (podium, table or desk)
• the ability for all participants to see or use
visual aids such as overheads, whiteboards
and maps, as well as for the current speaker
to access the visual aids from the speaking
position
• if the room is large, consideration should
be given to microphones so that no one is
disadvantaged in hearing any speaker
• access for the disabled.

To avoid the appearance of unnecessary formality:
• ensure that it is easy for people to get to the
hearing
•

consider the time of day, the location, and
provision for disabled persons

•

consider the comfort of the parties (eg availability of food and parking)

•

note that geographically large authorities often
take the hearing to a meeting room close to the
proposal and the participants

•

choose a venue which can allow for a flexible
room arrangement.

It may be appropriate to consider a marae as the
venue (for all or part of the proceedings,) particularly when some of the significant issues of the case
affect tangata whenua.

3.10 Keeping records
The hearing panel needs to make a considered
choice as to how much of the hearing should be
recorded. Records of oral evidence, the questions
put by panel members, and the speaker’s response to
them should all be made either by notes or tapes.
Many panel members rely upon their own notes for
this purpose.
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Some councils record the entire hearing on tape, but
this is not a legal requirement. The keeping of
detailed records is not likely to be necessary except
for the purpose of referring back to evidence during
the course of deliberations. (If the case is appealed,
the Environment Court hears the case de novo, that
is afresh, and therefore a detailed record of the
earlier hearing is not required.) In any event, most
submissions and evidence are provided in writing.
At some hearings, there may be hundreds of
documents given as submissions, evidence, or
supporting information. A system of document
filing which includes the date of the evidence (and a
cross-reference to any tape recording) is essential if
these documents are to be retrieved easily during
deliberations.

3.11 Translation from Maori
Maori is an official language of New Zealand. If any
party wishes to speak or read evidence at the
hearing in Maori, the council must provide this
opportunity. Section 2 of the Maori Language Act
1987 applies to this type of hearing. There can be
major difficulties if the council makes the arrangements for an interpreter because that person may
not correctly portray the intentions of the speaker
or writer of evidence. To avoid this situation, it may
be helpful to have the person who is requesting the
opportunity to speak or read Maori to select the
interpreter.
Section 4 of the Maori Language Act 1987 does not
entitle a person to insist on being addressed or
answered in Maori, or that the proceedings be
recorded in Maori. Procedural rules can be adopted
by a council regarding the reasonable notice of
intent to use Maori.

3.12 Pre-hearing meetings and
procedural concerns
It is good practice for the staff to promote at least
one pre-hearing meeting for a resource consent,
designation, or heritage order. Such a meeting can
clarify the issues to be raised during the hearing and
ensure that the parties have sufficient information
on which to base their submissions. Some may even
result in solutions to problems (eg conditions of
consent).
Where the hearing concerns policy statements and
plans, pre-hearing meetings may be useful in sorting
out arrangements and in clarifying differences of
opinion among experts. While these are not much
used at present, there is potential for more creative

use of pre-hearing meetings in this context. For
further information on pre-hearing meetings, see
Pre-Hearing Meetings: A Practical Guide for Councils
(MfE, 1999).
Prior to the hearing, there are often adjournments
sought because either the applicant wants more
time to consider/prepare after seeing the planning
report or there is a joint request from the applicant
and submitters, particularly if it appears they are
nearing agreement. It is usually beneficial to delay
the hearing for such requests. (Note: see s.101(2) of
the RMA regarding commencement dates for
notified hearings.)
If there is any question that legal timeframes have
not been met on matters such as:
• notification
•

advice of hearing date or

•

circulation of planning reports

there should be no hesitation in delaying the
hearing so that staff can clarify the factual position
and, if necessary, rectify the situation. All omissions
in procedure that reduce the amount of time
participants have to prepare their case can be
regarded as a significant breach of natural justice.
(Note provisions of s.37 of the RMA regarding
waivers and extensions of time.)
Other adjournment requests might arise. Consider
these carefully on a case-by-case basis and ensure
some written response is made which explains the
basis for the decision to either delay or continue
with the hearing. It is appropriate to consider:
• the effect this matter will have on all the
participants rights’ to be heard
•

what alternatives there are for submitters to
participate or be represented

•

whether or not the hearing panel can ensure
omissions can be addressed through a fair
hearings process

•

where it might be necessary to obtain legal
advice from the council’s solicitors.

seeing the site, a pragmatic substitute – for applications where the issues are not complex – might be
to show a video recording at the hearing along with
aerial photos and any other visual aids which will
provide a realistic understanding of both the site
and its surroundings.
The logistics of the hearing panel viewing the site
may include considerations of:
• the need for supervised access for health and
safety reasons (such as a visit to an excavation)
•

the need for access to buildings and plant

•

availability of transport (eg a boat)

•

the location of the hearing in relation to the site

•

tide times

•

weather.

It is essential that the site visit does not become an
opportunity for any of the parties to speak directly
to the panel members about the merits of the
application, as this constitutes a breach of natural
justice. Accordingly, panel members must be
vigilant in guarding against being compromised.
One way to do this is to attend site visits together
and accompanied by a council officer. If the
applicant is to be present, the submitters should also
be advised of the visit and any dialogue with either
is to be avoided. Parties should be advised why there
will be no conversation about the site.

TIP:
Ask the applicant to mark out the proposal on site
where it might otherwise be difficult to identify the
facts (eg where a waiver of an esplanade
requirement is requested or a quarry is to be
excavated). This helps in making sense of the
application and avoids the need to ask specific
questions about the exact area under discussion.

3.13 Visiting the site
A site visit is essential to understanding the application and its likely effects. It is best to carry out the
site visit either ahead of the hearing or very early in
the hearing. The size of some territorial local
authorities and most regional councils can make a
site visit difficult to conduct prior to the hearing.
While it is not advisable to make decisions without
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CHAPTER FOUR

Conducting the hearing
The chairperson of the hearing panel opens the
hearing and should be clearly in charge of the
public process. The chairperson’s opening statement
sets the tone of the meeting and ensures that every
participant knows what to expect procedurally, who
is on the hearing panel and the role of the hearing
panel (see Appendix I for checklist of opening
statement).
For resource consent hearings of more than one
day’s duration, the committee secretary usually
organises the sequence of speakers. The chairperson
should be flexible about the order, if participants
request changes because of other commitments.
Occasionally the chairperson can facilitate a
scheduling at the start of a hearing if no order of
proceedings has been made, and all participants are
present to indicate the time they need to speak.
Throughout the hearing, the focus should be upon
the legislative framework for the decision made. Ian
Cowper gives us an example of this:

In resource consent hearings, the most important
matter ... is the need to get councillors to focus on
what they are granting consent for. If it is a height
dispensation, they should not be turning their
attention to the activity. If it is the activity, they may
not be concerned about the appearance of the
buildings, unless there is a control about those. At
every turn, they need to be reminded to understand
what the consent is for, what category of consent is
therefore required, and what the tests are (ie the
legal hurdles) to determine the application.
Ian Cowper
Legal Counsel

Each hearing is different so the hearing panel
should be flexible in their style, depending upon
the circumstances. Most councils have developed a
tradition of their own, as the RMA prescribes few
requirements for a hearings process. Some processes
currently being used may need to be modified to
better take into account the principles of natural
justice.

The degree of formality needed at any hearing can
depend on such things as:
• the number of people at the hearing
•
•

the degree of conflict
the people involved

•

the attitude of the people taking part.
Southland Regional Council
A Guide for Committee Members

4.1 Order of proceedings
at hearings
4.1.1 Consent hearings
Many councils have adopted the following sequence
for speakers at resource consent, designation, and
heritage order hearings, assuming that the planning
report is taken as read:
1. applicant
2. submitters in support of proposal
3. submitters in opposition to the proposal
4. staff summary of key points
5. applicant’s right of reply.

The main reason for choosing to hear the applicant
first is that all parties need to understand the
proposal before proceeding to hear concerns about
it. The applicant needs to hear the reasons
submitters oppose the proposal and later have the
opportunity to consider what means there are to
address both the submitters’ and staff concerns
through the right of reply. This sequence could vary
to accommodate speakers who cannot attend during
their allotted time or if matters arise in submissions
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which could be clarified by the applicant without
further delay. Whatever changes there are, the
applicant’s right of reply should be the final
submission.
The chairperson of the hearing panel should ensure
that if rebuttal evidence is introduced as part of the
applicant’s right of reply no new information is
presented. Submitters and council staff should have
the opportunity to comment on any new evidence.
Some councils start with the planner’s or consent
officer’s report and then provide an opportunity for
the staff to raise matters of concern or respond to
issues raised just before the applicant’s right of reply.
This puts the report on record early in the hearing
but, since all parties have had copies prior to the
hearing anyway, is not material to the outcome.
Those submitters who have chosen not to appear
may have raised concerns which should be
addressed at the hearing. The panel may ask staff
and other parties about those concerns so that they
are properly introduced and considered.
Although the planning report is received a minimum of five working days before the hearing, there
is likely to be new information brought forward at
the hearing. The submitters may amplify points of
significant concern which have not been fully
addressed in the planning report. The applicant may
modify their proposal or offer conditions which
could address concerns raised. Give staff the chance
to consider these matters and comment on them as
well as to highlight key points of their original
report. The new information may prompt the
hearing panel to not follow the original recommendation of the planner’s report.

found it works well to hear the applicants first in
order of their application date, then submitters,
then the planning report, and then the rights
of reply.

4.1.3 Plan change hearings
The sequence of plan change hearings is generally
similar to that of a resource consent. The promoter
of the plan change (whether a council or a private
person) is treated as an applicant and is heard first,
and also has a right of reply.

4.1.4 Policy statement and plan hearings
Hearings for policy statements and plans require a
higher degree of organisation. The administrative
workload for staff is high during these hearings.
These hearings usually take place over many weeks
or months. They should be held in a series which is
divided into topics considered by the staff to be a
logical sequence for presentation by submitters and
consideration by the hearing panel. This may result
in the submitter returning a number of times
through the duration of the hearings. This may be
varied in some circumstances, where the submission
made is small and it would be useful and efficient
for the submitter to present their submission at one
time. No matter what sequence is chosen, the
relationships between sections or topics may be
difficult to fully comprehend at various times for
submitters and the hearing panel alike. As a consequence, it may be necessary to deal with frustrations
and challenges to the process.
The submitters should estimate the time they need
to make their presentations. A tight schedule of
speakers is required so that the hearing panel do not
have long waits between them. The schedule should
accommodate deliberation time.

4.1.2 Combined hearings
Combined hearings seldom occur; they are appropriate in situations where a group of applications
are heard together regarding multiple requests to
use a resource which is not in their ownership and
has competing demands made upon it. Examples
include marine farming within a particular bay or
water takes from a river, aquifer, or geothermal field.
Environment Waikato staff advise that they have

At policy statement and plan hearings, submitters
present their submissions and evidence on the topic
that is the focus of the hearing on that day. The
hearing panel then is given the opportunity to ask
questions of the submitter and any expert that has
given evidence.
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4.2 Speaking rights

4.2.3 Evidence on oath

Apart from the applicant and the reporting staff, the
only parties who have standing under the RMA to
speak are those who have made formal submissions.
These submitters are able to call evidence and be
represented by legal counsel.

Consent authorities have the power to require
evidence to be given on oath. (See Oaths and
Declarations Act 1987.) Section 108 of the Crimes
Act 1961 defines perjury as the assertion of false
information in a judicial proceeding, under oath.
Thus a witness who swears an oath and then gives
false evidence commits a crime. The instances where
it may be appropriate for witnesses to take an oath
should be considered by the panel members in the
context of the particular hearing (eg when the
public is excluded from hearing evidence material to
a request concerning sensitive information under
s.42 of the RMA).

4.2.1 Limitation of speaking rights
The chairperson has the power to limit the speaking
rights of parties in order to avoid repetition (s.40 (2)
of the RMA). This is a power
which should be used
sparingly, mainly because to
The provision of a fair procedure
curtail speaking rights from
does not apply to allow the
submitters can appear to
authority to receive and hear
breach the principles of
submissions from those not
natural justice. In situations
otherwise entitled.
where submitters come
Phillips v Hopper Nominees Ltd.
forward to a hearing, perhaps
(1998) 4 ELRNZ 265
for their first and only
resource management
hearing, they are often nervous and unused to
expressing their concerns in public. It is harsh to
give any appearance of impatience or lack of
interest.
Limiting speaking rights of expert witnesses who are
repeating facts which have already been expressed
to the committee may well be a more appropriate
way to utilise this power.
The panel is entitled to question the relevancy of
some information put before it. If it is not material
to the decision, it is appropriate for the panel to
request that the submitter move on to those matters
which are relevant to its decision.

4.2.2 When the applicant or submitters
do not arrive
If the applicant or any of the submitters fails to
appear at the scheduled hearing, the consent
authority may proceed with the hearing, if it
considers it fair and reasonable to do so (s.40(3)of
the RMA). Having said that, it would be unusual to
proceed without the applicant because of the
potential to breach their rights to hear the case
against the proposal. The submitter is free to send
written submissions or otherwise choose a representative to attend the hearing on their behalf.
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Where the issues are contentious and/or there have
been inflammatory statements made before the
hearing, the imposition of an oath assists in
stamping the authority of the chairperson on the
parties. Otherwise, as a general rule, the administration of an oath contributes to undue formality and
therefore should be avoided.

4.2.4. Evidence
The hearing panel may receive as evidence any
statement, document, information, or matter that
in its opinion may assist it to deal effectively with
the subject of the hearing, whether or not it would
be admissible in a court of law (s.4B, Commissions
of Inquiry Act 1908).
It is usual for expert witnesses to provide their
evidence in writing and to state their qualifications
and experience expressly. It is perfectly appropriate
for the hearing panel to ask for a statement of
qualifications and experience if the witness is
claiming to be an expert and has not produced
these as part of the written evidence. The expert
witness has a duty to give facts accurately and
opinion evidence independently.
Even when evidence is circulated before the hearing,
do not take it “as read” during the proceedings. All
participants in a fair and open hearing should be
able to hear and understand the same material that
the hearing panel is considering. Make additional
copies of statements available at the hearing, so that
participants can read and hear the evidence at the
same time as the panel does.
As no legal counsel can cross-examine and thereby
test the evidence, the panel members’ questions are
important in probing the relevance of the evidence
to the case to be decided. Note that when panel
members hear and read evidence, they need to

think fast, first to recognise gaps and inconsistencies
and then to consider whether or not it is appropriate to phrase a question. This all has to be done by
the time the witness comes to the end of their
evidence.

•

the interests of any person who might be
affected by the extension

•

the interest of the community in achieving
adequate assessment of the effects of any
proposal, policy statement or plan

Some witnesses will refer to other documents in
order to give weight to, or verify, their opinion. It is
appropriate to ask the person to produce a copy of
the full case, particularly with references to case law
made by witnesses or advocates being used as the
authority. Have a case book available, with a copy of
each case easy to refer to, for circumstances where
panel members may not have access to a law library.

•

its duty to avoid unnecessary delay.

4.2.5 Legal opinions and disclosure
Submissions by counsel may include legal opinion
on matters of jurisdiction or procedure. The council
itself may seek a legal opinion on matters of
jurisdiction or procedure before the case commences. For the sake of transparency, opinions
sought before the hearing or during the hearing
should be openly accessible to all the participants if
they are likely to influence the decision of the
hearing panel.
If a legal matter arises during the course of the
hearing that could influence the decision, the
hearing panel can invite submissions from legal
counsel present and/or seek a legal opinion from the
council’s solicitor before the hearing closes. Any
such opinion should be disclosed to the parties and
an opportunity to make submissions should be
provided.

For an application for a resource consent, the time
limit may be extended further with the agreement
of the applicant and after consideration of the same
matters listed above. The hearings panel should
make a specific ruling on each individual request.

4.3 Asking questions
– hearing answers
Throughout the hearing there will be times when
panel members want to understand the situation
better and show genuine interest in the concerns
which are raised. It is useful for hearing panel
members to develop the ability to ask questions
which do not display bias, to behave in a way that
shows interest, and to acknowledge emotions
without letting them dominate proceedings.
Remembering that the hearing panel have a role to
play in finding solutions to the relevant concerns
raised, it can be entirely appropriate to provide an
opportunity for further discussion between parties
on matters such as consent conditions. While the
chairperson might outline what matters appear to
be outstanding, it is inappropriate for the hearing
panel to remain for those discussions.

The hearing panel can only make a decision on
what is presented at the hearing; it is therefore
important that all relevant information is disclosed.
Failure to disclose the existence of a planning report
from one of the council’s officers, which report
covered matters of fact and opinion relevant to the
application, was considered to be a breach of
natural justice (Denton v Auckland City Council
(1969) NZLR 256).

4.2.6 Late submitters
A situation which commonly arises is that some
submissions have been received outside of the
statutory time limit. Section 37 of the RMA provides
for the waiver or extension of time limits. A consent
authority may extend a time period up to a
maximum of twice that period allowed by the
RMA, provided that the following matters are taken
into account:
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The purpose of questions is to:
• obtain information about the relevant environmental issues
•

clarify the facts

•

explore possible solutions

•

suggest conditions

•

obtain information about the parties and their
interests, as these relate to, or influence,
environmental/planning issues and options for
solutions and conditions

•

acknowledge and confirm points raised.

In general, open-ended questions are better than
closed-ended or leading questions. It is easy to
reveal personal opinions when asking questions, so
practise ways to put questions in a neutral manner
through careful choice of words and gestures.
Active listening is expressed as an exact statement or
paraphrasing of what was said. The response is often
to the emotional content of the message and is
more of an acknowledgement than a question.

4.4 Dealing with difficult
behaviour
The emotional reaction of some participants is
understandable because of the high stakes involved.
Participants can be under pressure from not
understanding or feeling uncomfortable with the
RMA processes, competing demands on their time,
and because they are expected to speak publicly.
Understanding why participants can be difficult
helps in defusing some situations. (See
Appendix IV.)
There are times when interruptions and poor
behaviour threaten the integrity of the hearings
process. The chairperson may not be able to diffuse
the situation as outlined above. Taranaki Regional
Council has produced a contingency guideline
for such an eventuality, extracts of which are
reproduced in Appendix V.

4.5 Additional information
4.5.1 Calling additional evidence

Listening to the parties with
Don’t hesitate to ask questions
genuine interest is the most
which will clarify your
important thing that the
commissioners can do
understanding of the proposal
during a hearing. Showing
and its effects. Very often other
lack of interest or impamembers of the panel and
tience indicates to the
possibly submitters may also be
parties that they are not
unclear.
being treated fairly. Active
Bernard Forde
listening means showing
that you are interested by
looking at the person who is speaking, by body
language (lean forward a little; don’t fidget) and by
note-taking. The latter is an excellent way to
maintain concentration in any event.
Behaviours such as passing notes, dealing with other
business, doodling, or dozing off are likely to leave
the impression that panel members are not concentrating or do not care. Such behaviour may provide
grounds for a claim that a breach of natural justice
has occurred. (Appendix III goes into some details
about types of questions and their effects.)
Reframing is a useful way of maintaining a focus on
the purpose of the hearing. It entails re-casting what
has been said in a form that directs attention back
to the problem or matter to hand. It establishes the
chairperson or hearings commissioner as the person
who is firmly in control while maintaining a
systematic approach to addressing issues.
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There will be times when no specialised expert has
been called to address a potential adverse effect by
either the applicant or submitter. This effect might
be material to the hearing panel’s decision and
therefore the panel may request that this evidence
be obtained.
To avoid any perception of bias when requesting
additional evidence, the council (rather than the
applicant) should commission the expert witness.
The range of parties involved in the hearing may be
able to agree on the brief of evidence (ss.4C of
Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908).
The panel may also request answers to questions
that require the applicant to undertake more
research. Once again this must be relevant to the
hearing panel’s decision to warrant the request.
It is important not to prejudice any party’s rights in
the way this additional information is received. The
hearing panel has two choices that are procedurally
correct. The panel may adjourn the hearing and
recommence when the witnesses are to appear.
Otherwise, the panel may wait until both the
applicant and submitters have presented their cases
and then:
1. set a timeframe to receive the additional written
evidence

2. set a timeframe to have it circulated to all parties
3. provide all parties with at least two weeks to
make further submissions strictly on the matters
addressed in the new evidence
4. consider both the new evidence and the
submissions on it before closing the hearing
5. close the hearing.

The latter avoids significant expense in setting a
time for another hearing. The hearing panel should
be careful not to complete the applicant’s or
submitter’s case through this request for additional
information.

4.5.2 Summoning witnesses
The hearing panel has the powers under the
Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908 (s.4D) to summon
witnesses, serve the summons, protect witnesses,
and pay allowances. These powers are seldom used
as most witnesses who are called are cooperative.

4.5.3 Limitations of discovery
The hearing panel cannot require documents to be
produced. Unlike courts or commissions of inquiry
it does not have the powers of discovery.

4.6 Special issues which may
require a ruling

However, if the revised proposal substantially
increases the scale, intensity, duration or frequency
of adverse effects or brings the development closer
to any neighbour who has not given an express
consent, the application may need to be re-notified.
One of the tests for determining the scope of
permissible amendments to an application is
whether the amendment made after the period for
lodging submissions was such that any person who
did not lodge a submission would have done so.
(Haslam v Selwyn DC (1993) 2 NZRMA 628)

4.6.2 Other consents needed
Ideally all consents that are required should have
been identified and applied for before the hearing
commences (s. 91 of the RMA). However, with
substantial resource consent applications, it may
become apparent during the course of the hearing
that other consents should have been sought. For
example, a particular water take or discharge might
have been overlooked or the applicant might choose
to seek land use consent from the territorial authority before resource consents are sought from the
regional council. There might also be approvals
required under other legislation such as the Reserves
Act 1977.
While the RMA encourages all consents to be heard
together because it is desirable for all effects to
considered comprehensively, this is not mandatory.
The hearing panel should proceed to hear the case.

Any jurisdictional matter which is raised in the
course of the hearing may require some considered
attention. The hearing panel can choose to take one
of these approaches:
• adjourn to consider
•

adjourn to receive legal advice

•

carry on with the hearing and reserve its
decision on the jurisdictional matter, and, if
appropriate, seek submissions from other legal
counsel present on the matter.

4.6.1 Changes in the notified proposal
The applicant may choose to alter the proposal.
Sometimes the alterations are in response to
concerns which have been raised either by council
staff or submitters. The hearing panel should be
satisfied that no other party’s rights are prejudiced,
if it accepts modifications or alterations to the
application. It may be appropriate to seek comments from submitters as the hearing progresses.
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Some consent authorities such as regional councils
are seeking the cooperation of territorial local
authorities to encourage joint applications. It is
difficult for an authority to negotiate with an
applicant if the other has already granted a consent.

4.6.3 Sensitive information
The RMA expressly provides for some information
to be heard by the hearing panel with the public
excluded (s.42(1)). The reasons for seeking such an
order are:
• to avoid serious offence to tikanga Maori or to
avoid the disclosure of the location of waahi
tapu
•

to avoid the disclosure of a trade secret or
unreasonable prejudice to the commercial
position of the person who supplied or is the
subject of the information.

The hearing panel should be satisfied that the
importance of avoiding the offence, disclosure, or
prejudice outweighs the public interest in making
that information available.
The effect can be that the applicant is excluded, not
withstanding the principles of natural justice. The
person seeking the order must give adequate reasons
to justify this exclusion. Sections 42(4) and (5)
provide for applications to the Environment Court
to cancel or vary such a decision.

4.7 Ending the hearing
Most hearings are closed by the chairperson at the
end of the public section of the meeting and the
panel moves into committee to deliberate either at
that time or on an agreed date. Hearing panels
should adjourn only those cases where it has
become apparent during the course of the hearing
that additional information is to be sought, whereupon the hearing will be re-convened.
The chairperson closes the meeting by thanking the
participants and explaining what will be occurring
once the decision or recommendation is made. If
the public is to be excluded from deliberations, it is
good practice for the chairperson to move to
exclude the public and either explain or read the
relevant part of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 in doing so.
(Some pointers on the chairperson’s closing
statement are included in Appendix I.)
There is often debate about who can be present
during deliberations. Some councils have decided
that most of their deliberations will be in public.
While the public can witness discussions between
panel members and the questions which they ask
staff, they are not able to take part. The main
advantage of this choice is the openness and
immediacy of the decision-making process.
The main disadvantages are that parties may get the
impression that their concerns have not been given
serious consideration, there is pressure to come to a
conclusion quickly, and there could be misunderstandings arising about the legal constraints of
decision-making.
The legal justification for a hearing panel to exclude
the public as set out in the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (s.48
(1)(d) & (2)(a) and 1st Schedule) is to enable the
local authority to deliberate in private on its
decision or recommendation in any proceedings
where there is a right of appeal to a Court against
the final decision.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Making decisions and
recomendations
5.1 Deliberations
5.1.1 Framework for deliberations
In considering arrangements for deliberations, the
aim is to have a sound process that achieves a sound
outcome. No person, other than the hearing panel,
should influence the decision. Therefore, it is
appropriate to ensure that deliberations occur in
such a way that:
• no new information is introduced
•

the role of staff is limited

•

the written decision clearly reflects the will of
the decision-makers

•

the time and location for deliberations suits the
panel members’ capacity to reflect and concentrate

•

irrelevant matters are set aside.

No new information:
It is important that no one is permitted to
bring forward new information after the
hearing is closed. Every issue which is taken
into account should have been raised during
the hearing.
A council may obtain confidential legal
opinions on matters raised from its solicitors
or on administrative matters without disclosing them to all parties.
Limited role for staff:
When the hearing panel choose to exclude
the public, staff usually remain. Their role is
to perform a secretarial function in drafting
the decision and provide procedural advice,
not to influence the decision in any way. The
officer should be present but should not speak
unless in reply to a direct question.
How the decision is written:
In many local authorities, the staff draft the
decision under the instructions of the hearing
panel. Because some parties may perceive the
staff member who wrote the planning report
to be too influential, having already formed a
professional opinion, this task may be
delegated to a more senior staff member who
will write the decision or recommendation. It
is important that if the hearing panel members do not directly write the decision that
they outline the contents they want in the
decision, read it and alter it so the full
decision voices their intentions.
Timing deliberations:
With complex issues and/or long hearings, it
is helpful to delay deliberations until the
panel members have time to rest and reflect,
while still ensuring that the issues are fresh in
their minds.
Set aside irrelevant matters:
The panel members’ own preconceived ideas
about a proposal should be set aside.
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You should not be swayed by:
• whether the applicant “deserves” a consent
• whether an applicant or submitter is a “fine
person” or not
• whether the proposal is a good or bad idea
• public opinion
• the number of submitters in support or
opposition
Each case should be assessed on its merits in terms
of the RMA and plans.
Alan Watson
Independent Commissioner

5.1.2 Procedure for reaching agreement
The chairperson facilitates the hearing panel
discussion on the recommendation or decision.
Before embarking on discussion about the substance
of the application, it is appropriate to consider and
decide upon any rulings which have been requested
on procedure.
The hearing panel may start discussing issues during
tea and lunch breaks, but the main discussion on
the substance of the hearing takes place once the
hearing is officially adjourned or closed.
To prevent a situation whereby panel members’
opinions are stifled, the chairperson may find it
useful to follow these steps:
1. identify all of the environmental and legal issues
and discuss these one at a time, using the
planning report as a basis
2. for each issue, review all of the evidence, allow
general discussion around that issue and then, if
a consensus is emerging, outline a tentative
conclusion. If a consensus does not emerge, put
aside the issue temporarily and move on
3. when all of the issues have been considered,
review the tentative conclusions as a package
and confirm the general thrust of the decision
4. assess the tentative conclusion in terms of all of
the statutory requirements

5. review the resource consent conditions in detail
in light of the proposed decision (if applicable).
6. confirm the decision, including the reasons for it.

If it is a non-complying activity and it appears that
the application should be declined because significant adverse effects cannot be avoided, remedied or
mitigated, it may save time to go straight to the
threshold tests of s.105 (2A) of RMA.
Even after extensive
discussion, the panel
members may not reach an
agreement. The majority
agreement will prevail, but
the members who do not
agree may record their
dissension in the published
recommendation or
decision.

It is generally better not to
ask other panel members at
the outset of deliberations
what they think the decision
should be. People find it hard
to admit they have changed
their minds so better to start
discussion without any “fixed
positions” on the table.

In joint hearings, note that
David Collins
Independent Commissioner
unless there is a resolution
Former Councillor
of each authority under the
Local Government Act 1974
(s.114S) to jointly decide the case, the decision of
two or more standing committees does not result in
a joint decision.
The decisions can be written up in one document
with separate conditions for each consent if granted.
It is beneficial for the committees to work together
in discussing the issues in order to get integrated
decisions.

5.1.3 Matters to be considered
For resource consents, the planning report will have
analysed the application and submissions in light of
the RMA requirements, plan policy and effects
assessment. The hearing panel will still need to be
aware of those matters which are relevant to be
considered and, if there are any significant gaps in
the planning report, to address them in the course
of the hearing.
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The relevant parts of the RMA to be considered in
the panel’s decision are:
• Part II – the purpose and principles
•

s.104 – matters to be considered

•

s.105 – decisions on applications

•

s.106 – subdivision consent not to be granted in
certain circumstances

•

s.107 – restriction on grant of certain discharge
permits

•

s.108 – conditions of resource consents

•

s.405 – transitional provisions for subdivisions.

The hearing panel may also consider:
• consistency with other very similar consents
•

consents granted or declined

•

the length of time to grant the consent

•

whether or not conditions should be reviewed
after a certain period.

The relevant parts of the RMA to be considered
when deliberating on designations are:
• Part II – the purpose and principles
•

s.168 or 168A– the notice of the requirement

•

s.171 – recommendation by territorial authority.

5.1.4 Deliberations for policy statements
and plans
The deliberations of a hearing panel for a policy
statement or plan can take place over many
months, and the panel may well reach some
tentative conclusions which are modified or
reversed when all the parts are integrated at the end
of the process.
There is often pressure to release some parts of the
decision earlier than others. Because of the comprehensive nature of policy statements and plans, early
release of parts could hinder the ability of the
hearing panel to make an integrated recommendation or decision on the whole and is therefore not
recommended. This could also result in extra
references as submitters seek to protect their
interests in uncertain situations.
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5.2 Scope of decision or
recommendation
For resource consents, a fundamental limitation is
that the applicant cannot be granted more than the
originating application sought. For designations, the
recommendation made is limited to the notice of
requirement and cannot question whether the work
is necessary.
When considering a resource consent or designation, the hearing panel is confined to making a
decision or recommendation where conditions can
be either carried out totally within the site which is
the subject of the proposal or where other land
owners have agreed that work can be carried out on
their land (eg roading improvements to mitigate an
adverse effect). The key to this is that only the
applicant can be required to do anything, not a
third party. For instance, while off-site screen
planting may solve some of the adverse visual
effects of a proposal, the immediate neighbours do
not have to oblige by carrying out that planting.
However, if a condition required a fund to be set up
to enable off-site screen planting alongside a
designated corridor, the third parties could voluntarily utilise that fund.
When considering policy statements or plans, the
hearing panel may recognise what changes could be
made to the policy statement or plan to rectify
concerns in submissions. Any changes made need to
be within the relief sought by the submissions. If
the relief sought has not been clear enough for
cross-submitters to respond, there will be difficulties
in putting something right without going through
another public process such as a variation or plan
change.

5.3 Written decision or
recommendation
A written decision is mandatory for all hearings
held under the RMA. The form of that written
decision must meet minimal statutory requirements. In practice some local authorities are more
thorough than others in issuing a decision which
reflects the hearing and deliberations, not just the
outcome.
The minimal requirements of a simple statement to
grant or decline, the reasons, and the conditions of
consent are met by most local authorities as
required under s.113 of the RMA. This is sufficient
for small consents where there are few submitters
and the issues are not complex.

When an application is more complex and
there have been many parties participating in
the hearing, it is good practice to write a
decision which reflects the whole process.
Such an decision may include the following:
• statement of appointment (if independent
commissioners)
• brief description of proposal
• reference to submissions received
• statement on hearing and appearances
• discussion of issues raised
• rulings on procedural matters

criteria which should be considered in weighing up
whether the suggested conditions are appropriate:
1. Easily understood:
Express each condition in plain unambiguous
English. This should be simple everyday language which describes the action or standard to
be met.
2. Fair and reasonable:
Guard against conditions which alter the whole
character of a proposal or require measures
which are too expensive or time consuming to
do in proportion to the adverse effect that is
being mitigated.

• concluding statement
• recommendation or decision to grant or
decline
• conditions
• reasons for the decision.

5.3.1 Consent conditions
If granting the application in the face of submissions which have raised concerns about significant
adverse effects, it is appropriate for the hearing
panel to pay particular attention to the conditions
and how well they mitigate those adverse effects.
Section 108 enables local authorities to include the
following matters in conditions:
• financial contributions (money and/or land; in
accordance with the operative plan)
•

bonds or guarantors for performance of one or
more conditions

•

services or works

•

covenants

•

best practicable option for discharges (regional
level)

•

monitoring requirements from measurements to
samples

•

review of conditions at a specified review time.

It is important to recognise that the hearing panel
should not negate or frustrate the consent through
the conditions it imposes. For example, disproportionately high monitoring fees in relation to the
cost or value of the proposal. (See Taranaki RC v
Willan EnvC W150/96).
The drafting of consent conditions should follow
some basic principles. Most local authorities
compile a file of standard conditions. There are five

3. Consistent:
Resource consent applications differ in scale,
locality, intensity, and likely duration. These all
require some judgement for the particular
situation. Nonetheless, decisions on similar
applications should contain similar conditions.
The level of expectations by a local authority
may change, but applicants should not find that
one has been more harshly or leniently treated
than another.
4. Vires:
Conditions must be within what common law
and legislation permits the local authority to do.
The primary areas where it is easy to make an
error about the legality of a condition are:
• where the proposed measure is not related
directly to the particular proposal
•

where the measure is outside the range of
responsibilities of the council or

•

where the measure requires someone other
than the applicant – that is, a third party – to
undertake or agree to something.

5. Enforceable:
If the condition cannot be practically monitored, it will be useless. Conditions can require a
one-off action such as sealing an accessway or
locating the accessway 50 metres from another
road. Those are the easiest to enforce. Other
conditions may require a reaction to certain
circumstances such watering of a driveway
surface to dampen dust during a dry period.
Intermittent requirements are more difficult to
monitor and, if not worded well, can be difficult
to enforce.
For further information on consent conditions, see
Effective and Enforceable Consent Conditions: A guide to
drafting conditions under the Resource Management Act
1991 (MfE, 2001).
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5.4 Listing reasons for a decision
Reasons are usually listed separately. Most decisions
include general reasons, such as “the proposal will
not be contrary to Part II of the RMA”, as well as
reference to the reasons for some key consent
conditions. For instance, it is good practice to be
more specific with consideration of the following
matters if the application is to be granted:
• why adverse effects will be minor
•

why the activity will not be contrary to the
objectives and policies

•

how valid concerns expressed by submitters
have been addressed.

If the decision fully explains its reasons in a section
on how the hearing panel have weighed up the
issues, it may not be necessary to list the reasons
specifically.
It would be particularly useful to refer to submitters’
concerns in a decision, especially if the decision is
contrary to that sought by them. Decisions where
there is no reference to submitters’ concerns can
easily be read as meaning that the submitters were
not heard.
There are times when a verbal explanation is
appropriate along with the written decision.

In a joint hearing in the Far North involving
Maori interests, the hearing panel fronted up
to deliver their decision. There had been a
significant number of Maori submissions
presented opposing the application and the
panel thought it best to explain their reasons
for agreeing to the application. From my view,
on this very contentious issue, the move was
an excellent one.
Barry Butcher
Independent Commissioner
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5.5 Timeframe for decisions and
recommendations
For resource consents the decision is required to be
made and sent out to the parties 15 working days
after the hearing has closed (s.115 of the RMA).
For designations and heritage orders, the recommendation to the requiring authority has no time
limits. The requiring authority then has 30 working
days to advise whether or not it agrees with the
recommendation (s.172 of the RMA). When the
recommendation is not accepted by the requiring
authority, the council will need to actively decide
whether or not to appeal that decision.
In the case of policy statements or plan hearings,
the hearing panel does not approve a plan change
or the whole policy statement or plan. Often after
many months when the hearings are complete the
panel reports to the full council. That report should
contain the following:
• summary of key issues and the reasons for the
recommendation
•

recommendations on submissions

•

recommendations on priorities for variations or
plan changes, if relevant

•

the version of policy statement or plan amended
to include the recommended changes.

Under Clause 10 of the First Schedule of the RMA,
the council decision must include the reasons for
accepting or rejecting any submissions, grouped
either by subject matter or individually. The
decision will include the alterations made to the
plan change, policy statement or plan as a consequence of rejecting or accepting submissions.

5.6 After the decision or
recommendation
Once decisions are sent out to the applicant and
submitters, either have the right of appeal or
referral to the Environment Court. The Environment Court hears the case de novo; that is, it hears
the whole case again. Any procedural mistakes
which the panel have made in the course of the
hearing can be erased as the appeal is usually based
on the substantive matters in dispute. Nonetheless,
the Environment Court does draw procedural
mistakes to the attention of the council, and apart
from the effects on the reputation of the council,
they may have some bearing on the costs awarded.
All effort should be put into conducting a fair
hearing which adheres to principles of natural
justice.

Whilst the legalities of this particular type of
procedure has not yet to our knowledge been
fully argued, we certainly do not regard the
practice as particularly desirable. If an
applicant has a benefit of a consent granted
by an authority as a whole it does not seem to
us to accord with natural justice that the
managers and/or employees of an individual
limb of that authority should be able to take
that authority as a whole before the
Environment Court on appeal.
Wellington Regional Council (Bulk Water)
v Wellington Regional Council (W003/98)

In situations where a hearings panel does not
follow the original recommendation in the planning report, and there is a subsequent appeal or
reference to the Environment Court, there is a
possibility that the consent officer or planner may
be called to give evidence by the other party.
In cases where the hearing panel or commissioner
has been appointed to make a recommendation for
a decision rather than a decision, and a council
disagrees with that recommendation, the only
remedy is for a council to rehear the matter in full.
There would need to be good reason for adopting
this course of action particularly given the costs
involved.
If the council is not satisfied with the decision
made by a commissioner delegated to make a
resource consent decision on its behalf, there is an
issue as to whether the council should appeal its
own decision.
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CHAPTER SIX

Concluding comments
6.1 Quality checking
From time to time, informal comments made by
participants in hearings may alert a council to the
need to check its quality of conduct. As many of the
parties are represented by lawyers and planners who
regularly appear before the council, there may be
some reluctance to criticise the council’s hearings
conduct openly because of the repercussions such
criticism might have on long-term relationships.
Some councils undertake surveys of participants in
hearings. Environment Waikato, for instance,
specifically asks questions about the fairness of the
process, and respondents can return their questionnaires without stating who they are. When the
results of the survey are analysed, these are reported
back to the council. The council can then address
modifications to its procedures.
Another variation is internal assessment. For
instance, Hamilton City Council staff and panel
members assess the hearing themselves through a
standard questionnaire. This is part of that council’s
quality management process for ISO accreditation.
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When councils receive any appeal or reference to
one of their decisions, it should be standard practice
for the hearing panel to read the notice of appeal or
reference and consider its implications for the
conduct of future hearings.
Councils should consider independent assessments
of their procedures from time to time. Opinion
surveys of participants and independent peer
reviews of procedures hold some prospect for
councils to lift their standards of conduct.
Another key check is an annual review of the
performance of the hearing panels. This should be
linked to an identification of members’ professional
development needs. A programme of upskilling for
the members offers tremendous scope for councils
to lift the standard of future hearings.

6.2 Keys to success
Good practice in the conduct of hearings is both
an art and a science. Integrating these aspects
throughout the hearing in a common sense way is
the key to successful processes and high quality
decision-making.
This guide has explained the quasi-judicial nature
of hearings and outlined the principles of natural
justice that underpin their conduct. In essence, an
understanding of these principles and the terms of
reference is the basic “science”. In any situation
where there is a need to exercise judgement,
especially under pressure, referring to these
principles will guide decision-making and ensure
consistency.

While there is no substitute for learning on the job,
a responsible council offers training where this is
possible. To encourage self-improvement, this
training can be supplemented by mentoring. It is
very helpful for individual commissioners to discuss
specific situations with a mentor and to review
alternative actions for trial in future.
Councils also need to put in place systematic
approaches for evaluating the consistency and
quality of both the conduct of RMA hearings and of
decisions. The good practices outlined in this
practice guide are a starting point for the development of such systems.

When formal requirements are supplemented by
facilitation for the purpose of finding solutions,
then the “art” of hearings management becomes
apparent. Experienced commissioners seem to know
instinctively when it is time to “take a break” or
show some flexibility with respect to procedure.
This sort of judgement develops from adopting
good practices observed elsewhere and from
reflecting on past performance.
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APPENDIX I: Chairperson’s Role
Preparation

Hearings management

In addition to reading the planning report and
making a site visit, the chairperson must be familiar
with the relevant legislation, standing orders, policy
statements, plans and guidelines, and council
policy. In addition, ensuring procedural fairness
requires an understanding of the principles of
natural justice as well as a detailed knowledge of the
legal parameters. For instance, the occasion may call
for a change in hearing style in deference to tikanga
Maori. In these circumstances, understanding which
procedures or practices can be altered and which
must be retained is the key to achieving both
flexibility and fairness.

The chairperson should prepare a few words of
welcome to open the meeting and then proceed to:
• call the hearing to order (not later than 10
minutes after the scheduled time)
•

introduce him/herself and the other members of
the panel, and the staff, explaining the various
roles these people will fulfil during the hearing

•

ensure that all parties identify themselves and
any counsel present, starting with the applicant
and progressing to the submitters and further
submitters

•

ascertain who is speaking, for how long and any
particular constraints on their availability or
special requirements they may have (eg for an
overhead projector)

•

outline the procedure to be followed, making
adjustments where necessary to accommodate
people’s constraints

•

indicate any special matters (eg for a long
hearing, the council may put copies of the
evidence on a table for collection by parties who
were not able to be present).

TIP:
The chairperson should promote teamwork with the
other panel members. For example, question time
can be shortened if panel members take
responsibility for particular subject areas.

TIP:
If there has been good behind-the-scenes
facilitation, then the Committee Secretary/hearings
administrator will have a tentative list of the parties
for use as a checklist. Use this to ensure that
everyone is accounted for. If anyone is present but
does not identify themselves as a party, then find
out who they are (could be the press).
Other tasks may include:
• deciding whether or not any person not otherwise entitled to speak Maori under the Maori
Language Act 1987 may speak Maori at the
hearing
•
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deciding whether all or any of the hearing
should be recorded in Maori (Taranaki RC Guide
to Members).

With respect to resource consents that raise issues of
concern to tangata whenua, early in the hearing the
chairperson should verify that consultation has
been undertaken, especially where the council has a
duty in this regard. If a satisfactory answer is not
given, it may be necessary to ask for additional
evidence to be presented.
Parties to a hearing may speak another language,
other than English or Maori. In this situation, the
chairperson must ensure that these parties understand what is happening and can participate fully
(eg by requiring translations of written statements
and by appointing an interpreter). The chairperson
must be satisfied that the parties are following as
there is a greater risk of breaches of natural justice in
these circumstances.
An important aspect of the chairperson’s role is
managing questions:
• ensure that questions are for clarification or
explanation of matters and do not express
personal opinions or introduce extraneous
matters
•

ensure that questions raised by applicants,
submitters, staff or from the floor are put
through the chair and do not result in crossexamination. (These questions might be better
requested in writing.)

The chairperson should also prepare a few words to
use in closing the hearing:
• confirm that there are no more questions or
issues requiring clarification before closing the
hearing
•

thank all the participants (including staff) for
their attendance and attention to business

•

outline the intended decision-making process
and the date by which a written decision can be
expected

•

if deliberating forthwith, in committee, move to
exclude the public as provided for by s.48 of the
Local Government Official Information &
Meetings Act 1987

•

if deliberating at a later date, then move an
adjournment accordingly, setting the date and
time at which the panel will re-convene.

Decision-making
When deliberations take place in open meeting,
then the chairperson should continue to take an
active role in managing the process. When deliberations are in committee, the chairperson should still
take the lead but may adopt a more relaxed style.
Taking a systematic approach is helpful and maintains the focus on resource management matters (eg
list the key issues and deal with them one at a time).
To prevent a situation whereby panel members’
opinions are stifled, the chairperson may find it
useful to follow these steps:
• identify all of the environmental and legal issues
and discuss these one at a time, using the
planning report as a basis
•

for each issue, review all of the evidence, allow
general discussion around that issue and then, if
a consensus is emerging, outline a tentative
conclusion. If a consensus does not emerge, put
aside the issue temporarily and move on

•

when all of the issues have been considered,
review the tentative conclusions as a “package”
and confirm the general thrust of the decision

•

assess the tentative conclusion in terms of all of
the statutory requirements

•

review the conditions in detail in light of the
proposed decision

•

confirm the decision, including the reasons.
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APPENDIX II: More on questions and responses

Open-ended questions begin with words like
“what”, “when”, “how”, “why” and “where”, and
are posed in an exploratory tone. Questions asked in
this way are non-threatening and therefore more
likely to elicit an open and full reply. Also, the
person asking the question comes across as curious
rather than judgmental, more an ally in problemsolving than someone who has to be convinced of
the merits of the particular argument. It also helps
to put people at their ease.

Closed-ended questions:
- call for a “yes” or “no” answer and, while suitable
when sorting out the facts, do not elicit the background information that explains why something is
the way it is.
Example:
Good practice (open-ended)
What is the background to the current use of
this building as a gymnasium?
Poor practice (closed-ended)
Didn’t you know that it’s illegal to use this
building as a gymnasium?

Direct clarification:
- to clear up ambiguities or vagueness.
Example:
Initial comment:
“We don’t want townhouses in our neighbourhood. This is a great area for families.”
Question:
“Is it the idea of townhouses that bothers you,
or is it the number of units and/or the number
of people on the site that is your concern?”

Inferred clarification:
- clarification of something that was implicit in the
previous response.
Example:
Initial comment:
“The meeting with the neighbours was held at
the local church.”
Question:
“At St Mary’s by the Sea?”

Repetition:
Elaboration:
- a request for more information related to something that has already been said.
Example:
Good practice
A concern for the submitters is the likely
effect of late night traffic on the people who
live in Fisher Terrace. Can you please tell me
a bit more about traffic in the area, and
traffic at night in particular?
Poor practice
Won’t you be creating a lot of traffic in
Fisher Terrace at night? And what are you
going to do about this?
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- an exact restatement of a previous question.
Example:
Initial question:
“How much will it cost you to seal the access?”
Answer:
“Oh, I’m not sure. What with the price of metal
compared to hot mix and the fact that it’s
shared with the neighbours, the time of the
year…”
Question repeated:
“How much will it cost you to seal the access?”

Summary question:

Example of active listening:

- a question that summarises previously stated
information and asks the respondent to verify the
data.

Example:
Initial comment:
“I’m going straight to the press when this
hearing is over to tell them about the highhanded way in which your planners have dealt
with my application. No wonder this district is
backward! People who want to set up a new
business would be better off going somewhere,
anywhere else! Why couldn’t your planners ask
for everything that they wanted the first time
instead of mucking me about?”

Example:
Initial comment:
“Ummmm, as I recall, we bought the property as
a cooperative venture. You know, sort of on the
understanding that we would subdivide it if the
business was not profitable. As least that’s what I
think happened. But that was a long time ago
now.”
Question:
“So you actually purchased the property
together and made an agreement to subdivide if
the business didn’t work out?”

Confrontation:
- a question that points out discrepancies in the
data.
Example:
Initial comment:
“The sign can’t be seen from any properties
located in the Living 1 zone.”
Question:
“What exactly is the position here? You say that
the sign can’t be seen from any properties in the
Living 1 zone, yet earlier you said that there are
three houses that overlook the site. Are those
three houses not in the Living 1 zone?”

Response:
“I understand that you are angry about the
delays that requests for further information have
caused. However, this committee has a statutory
responsibility under the RMA to see that proper
care is taken to address environmental effects
thoroughly. We need good information if we are
to do that. Now, in regard to … ”
Note: It is important to acknowledge fears and feelings
of frustration while restating the purpose of the hearing
so that the proper focus is retained. It is equally
important not to say anything that might be seen as
endorsing any criticism of the planning staff.

Example of reframing questions:
Example:
Initial comment:
(hotly, in the middle of answering a question on
yards): “As Mr Brown’s surveyor, I have advised
him NOT to provide an esplanade reserve
adjacent to the Horahora River. There isn’t any
need for one, no need at all.”
Response:
“The issue of financial contributions, including
land for reserves, hasn’t been addressed so far.
When we get to it, which we will when we have
finished dealing with all the questions about
yards, I’d like to run through the Council’s
financial contributions policy item by item and
see how the subdivision measures up overall.
Often, I find, these things need to be looked at
in the bigger picture.”
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APPENDIX III: More on difficult behaviour
Why people can be difficult

Strategies

•

negative emotions – people may be both busy
and frightened

Stay focused on what you want to achieve and
thereby maintain your composure.

•

weak skills – parties don’t know how to conduct
themselves in a strange environment and fear
that they don’t know as much about the subject
as other people in the room

Defuse negative emotions:
• don’t react – “go to the balcony”
•

use the active listening technique
be patient.

•

scepticism about the benefits of the hearing –
distrustful of the process

•

•

perceptions of power (feeling relatively strong or
weak)

•

your reactions.

Change the tone of the hearing – focus on finding
solutions:
• ask questions that create an exploratory
atmosphere (less intimidating)
•

use re-framing

•

use humour to defuse tension.

Adjust your standards according to the experience
of the parties. Lay people should be shown more
tolerance than, say, an advocate or expert witness.
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APPENDIX IV: Extract from Taranaki Regional Council Guide
Approach to hearing misconduct
There are two statutory provisions which provide a
local authority with power to regulate conduct of
meetings, including consent hearings. The Council
has sought legal advice as to how these may apply
to consent hearings and note the following:
(i) Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987
Section 50 of the Act deals with the maintenance
of order at the meeting and applies to members of
the public attending a hearing rather than
submitters or applicants. Nevertheless, it states the
following:
"50. MAINTENANCE OF ORDER(1) The person presiding at any meeting of any
local authority may, if that person believes, on
reasonable grounds, that the behaviour of any
member of the public attending that meeting is
likely to prejudice or to continue to prejudice
the orderly conduct of that meeting if that
member of the public is permitted to remain in
that meeting, require that member of the
public to leave the meeting.
(2) If any member of the public who is required, pursuant to subsection (1) of this
section, to leave a meeting of a local authority(a) Refuses or fails to leave the meeting; or
(b) Having left the meeting, attempts to reenter the meeting without the permission of
the person presiding at the meeting any
constable, or any officer or employee of the
local authority, may, at the request of the
person presiding at the meeting, remove or, as
the case may require, exclude that member of
the public from the meeting."
(ii) RMA
Section 41 deals with provisions relating to
hearings and conveys the powers of a Commissioner, under the Commissions of Inquiry Act
1908, to the Hearing Committee which are
essentially those of the district court. Civil jurisdiction of the district court is contained in the District

Courts Act 1947 and, regarding the maintenance of
order, section 112 applies.
"112.
POWER TO COMMIT FOR CONTEMPT - If any person:
(a) Wilfully insults a judge or any witness or any
officer of the Court during his sitting or
attendance in Court, or in going to or
returning form the Court; or
(b) Wilfully interrupts the proceedings of a
Court or otherwise misbehaves in Court; or
(c) Wilfully and without lawful excuse disobeys
any order or direction of any officer of the
Court in the course of the hearing of any
proceedings.
“Any officer of the court, with or without the
assistance of any constable or other person, may,
by order of the Judge, take the offender into
custody and detain him until the rising of the
Court, and the Judge may, if he thinks fit, by
warrant under his hand, commit the offender to
prison for any period not exceeding [3 months]
or impose upon the offender a fine not exceeding [$1,000] for each offence.”

What constitutes contempt is defined above and
there are basically two distinct elements:
(i)
behaviour insulting of a judge; and
(ii)
disruption to the proceedings.
It is a matter of degree of contempt and judgement
as to whether section 112 is utilised and it is
envisaged that this would occur only in extreme
circumstances. Following legal advice the Council
has developed the following procedure which would
apply in circumstances where a misconduct warning
and an adjournment had been unsuccessful in
dealing with the situation.
(a) Advise the person concerned that his or her
actions are not acceptable in that:
(i) words are insulting; and/or
(ii) actions are obstructing the hearing; and
(iii)request an apology or undertaking that
they will not continue.
(b) If no satisfactory response is obtained, then
advise the person of the powers available
under section 112.
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(c) If there is still no satisfactory response, the
person should be advised:
(i) that the chairperson, through the Senior
Council officer, is obtaining the assistance of the police; and
(ii) the hearing is adjourned while this is
attended to.
(d) Arrange for the police to attend and remove
the person into custody.
(e) Continue with the hearing.
(f) After the hearing is resumed, after the first
normal break, allow the person to attend
again and take no further action.
(g) If the person nevertheless persists in the
unacceptable behaviour, then the process
should be repeated until the hearing is
concluded.
In order to implement the above, a contingency
plan has been developed for Council hearing staff
should the chairperson require the above action,
under (c), to be implemented.
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About the Ministry for the Environment
Making a difference through environmental leadership
The Ministry for the Environment advises the
Government on policies, laws, regulations, and
other means of improving environmental management in New Zealand. The significant areas of
policy for which the Ministry is responsible are:
management of natural resources; sustainable land
management; air and water quality; management of
hazardous substances, waste and contaminated sites;
protection of the ozone layer; and responding to the
threat of climate change. Advice is also provided on
the environmental implications of other Government policies.
The Ministry monitors the state of the New Zealand
environment and the operation of environmental
legislation so that it can advise the Government on
action necessary to protect the environment or
improve environmental management.
The Ministry carries out many of the statutory
functions of the Minister for the Environment
under the Resource Management Act 1991. It also
monitors the work of the Environmental Risk
Management Authority on behalf of the Minister.
Besides the Environment Act 1986 under which it
was set up, the Ministry is responsible for administering the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act
1941, the Resource Management Act 1991, the
Ozone Layer Protection Act 1996 and the Hazardous
Substances and New Organisms Act 1996.

Head Office
Grand Annexe Building
84 Boulcott Street
PO Box 10362
Wellington
phone (04) 917 7400
fax (04) 917 7523
www.mfe.govt.nz
Northern Regions Office
8-10 Whitaker Place
PO Box 8270
Auckland
phone (09) 913 1640
fax (09) 913 1649
South Island Office
Level 3, Westpark Towers
56 Cashel Street
PO Box 1345
Christchurch 8015
phone (03) 365 4540
fax (03) 353 2750
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